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Table 45
111Utis part" the reaS011" for change
of titles
under two
categories
are
discussed.
They
are:
a) changes
from
s ubo r dsn ate to independent
titles
and vice
versa,
and
b) s irrrpl if ic at i on of titles.
The pattern
of changes
under
both the categories
are brought out from 84 cases.
A long
title,
it has been observed,
can be simplified
acc or dlng
to some well tried standard procedures.
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Periodicals
Changing
to Independent Titles

over from

Subordinate

Titles of periodicals,
it has been shown,
often refle~t various types of changes in the organisation,
working and naming of the respective
sponsoring agencies.
Changes in titles of periodicals
reflecting
changes in the names of sponsoring
agencies are quite common.
A similar
situation may
arise if the same sponsor is bringing out a number
of periodicals
and each one of them is to be given an
independent and distinct title.
The most common method of naming a group
of periodicals
of the same sponsoring
agency has
been to give them a cornrno n title and then identify
each of them with a distinctive
sub -title with or
without a tag like series,
section,
part and so on.
Periodicals
of learned societies
and institutions
have
been following this pr actice.
When such parts or
sections are given independent titles,
the new titles
may still resemble
or have some affinity with the
old generic title.
This naturally depends on the
character
of the generic title and also on the requirements of individualisation.
In other words, to what
extent individualisation
is required.
In Table 45,
we have listed 17 periodicals
which have become
independent in this way.
It may be emphasized
that the periodicals
were independent even before the changes in their
titles indicated in the table were effected.
The
changes made them indepe nd ent in name al s o , This
change also has a pattern which is being discussed
subsequently,
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Changed

- Periodicals
Titles

Architectural
Forum

2.

Botanical Journal
of the Linnean
Society of London
British Journal of
Medical Psychology
British Journal of
P'sy cho Iogy

4.

on Independent

to

1.

3.

taking

5.

British Journal
Radiology

of

6.

Canadian Journal
of Botany

7.

Canadian Journal
of Chemistry

8.

Canadian Jo ur na l
of Physics

9.

Canadian Juurnal
uf Zoo lo gy

10.

Ceylon Journal of
Medical Science

11.

IEEE Transactions
on Puwer Appa r a
tus and Systems

12.

Indian Journal
Chemistry

of

Magazine of Building Architectural
Forum,
1950-54
Journal of the Linnean
Society of London-Botany, 1865-1968
Britisl. Journal of Psycho logy - Medical Section,
1920-22
British Journal of Psycho logy - General Section,
1920/21 -55
Britis h Journal of Radiology - British Association
of Radiology and Physiotherapy Section,
1924 -27
Canadian Journal of
Research
- Ser C Botanical Sciences,
1935 -50
Canadian Journal of
Research
- Ser B Chemical Sc ie n ce s , 1935-50
Canadian Juurnal of
Research
- Ser A Physical
Sciences,
1935 -50
Canadian Journal of
Research
- Ser D Zuological Sciences,
1935 -50
"
Ceylon J ou rnal of Sc ience _
Se c D Medical Sciences
1924/77 -56/58
'
Transactions
of the Ameri.
can Institute of Electrical
Engineers
- Pt 3 Power
Apparatus
and Systems,
1952 -6?
Juurnal uf Scientific and
Industrial
Research
_
Sec B,
" ,
2 1._'
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13.

14.

Indian Journal of
Experimental
Biology
Journal of Chemical and Enginee ring Data

15.

Plas ma Phys i c s

16.

Product

17.

Zoological Juurnal
of Linnean Society of London

Rand

D

Journal of Scientific and
Industrial
F esearch
Sec C,
Industrial
and Engineering
Chemistry
- Chemical and
Engineering
Data Se ries,
1956 -58
Journal of NUClear Energy
Pt C Plasma Physics,
Accelerators,
Thermonuclear Research,
1959 -66
Industrial
and Engineering
Chemistry
- Product
R esea rch and Development,
1962 -68
Journal of the Linnean
Society of London Zoology, 1863 ~1967/68

In Table 45, we have taken 17 examples of
titles where each one of the titles was being is sued
as a part,
section or series of a main title, although
issued separately.
We have also taken a few cases
where part, section or series were not specifically
mentioned but specific sub -titles were attached.
In
all cases the relation between the main title and the
specific title has been one of genus -s pe c ie s nature.
The very first item in the Table is of this nature.
In this case the renaming of the title has been of the
simplest
nature.
Only the sub-title,
namely, Architectural
Forum has been elevated to the position of a
main title without bringing in any other words in the
new title.
Items 2 and 17 have become independent
titles from the same parent title, namely,
Journal
of the Linnean Society of London.
The specific
titles in the former names namely,
Botany and
Zoology, have been combined with the generic title
to produce the new titles.
In this case the name of
the Linnean Society is too valuable to be lost in any
renaming.
Perhaps,
the place name could have
been dropped without any serious los s to the new
titles.
It is surprising
tha~ the periodicals
decided
to bring in this change after more than hundred year s
(1865 -1968) of the existence of the former titles.
Items 3 and 4 have become independent titles
from the same parent title, namely, the British
Journal of Psychology.
The pattern of change is
almost same as the former titles.
There is hardly
any change in the information
content of the new
titles except that they have been rra de completely
independent.
The fifth item, namely. the British Journal
of Radiology, has some interesting
points to observe.
The periodical
started in 1896 and has gone through
four changes.
The first three issues of the first
volume carried the title Archives of Clinical Skiagraphy and the fourth and last issue of the same
volume appeared under the slightly changed title,
Archives of Skiagraphy.
But this new title was used
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just for one issue only.
From the very first i~sue
of the second volume the title changed to Archlves
of the Roentgen Ray.
The next change brought in the
word Radiology,
replacing the earlier
word Roentgen
Ray.
The last title from which the present titl.e has
emerged was the lengthiest
and also the c l urn s ie st
of all titles which the publishers
could think for the
periodical.
However, in this clumsy title ~wo n~w
significant
words were introduced
for the hrst hme.
They are the geographical
affiliation'
British'
and
the character
denoting term 'Journal'
in the place of
Archives.
From this title it was quite easy to
change over to the present
independent title.
The next four titles (items 6 to 9 \ are relating
to a set of periodical
all of which had the same
generic title earlier
and were distinguished.
by a
series indication and specific subject denotmg
terms.
The change of title, carried
out simultaneously,
gave independent
status to all the four
periodicals.
It may be observed that the new titles
have a similarity
and they could easily be derived
from the earlier
common title of the group.
'Since
the geographical
affiliation
Canadian was already
present in the general title, the renaming of the
periodicals.
into independent titles was comparatively
easier and less drastic.
The next periodical
in the list (item 10\ is
from Ceylon.
The change here is exactly on the
same model as the Canadian periodicals
discussed
in the previous paragraph.
This periodical
also
belongs to a group from which only one title has
come into our sample.
Like the Canadian example,
the new independent title is a combination
of the
parent title (i. e., Ceylon Journal of Science) and the
specific title of the series (i. e , , Me d ic a l Sciences).
It has not been necessary
to add any extra word to
get the new title.
Compared to the Canadian and Ceylonlese
examples,
discussed
above, the two Indian titles
(items 12 and 13) have emerged in a slightly different manner,
although the reasons
for changing
must have been the same.
It would be observed
that
the generic title in this case was very broad.
Firstly,
there was no geographical
appellation.
Secondly, the subject scope of the journal was indicated by such general terms as scientific
and indus _
trial research.
The reason for this choice of terms
has been due to the fact that the periodicals
were
initiated by the Council of Scientific and Industrial
Research.
Thirdly,
no specific titles were assigned
to the individual Sections.
Consequently,
in the renaming p r o c e s s the change was more.
The geographical appellation
Indian had to be attached and then
the more specific subject scope of each periodical
had to be indicated.
This brought in the terms
Chemistry
and Experimental
Biology.
The re suIting
titles are, as can be seen in the table, Indian Journal
of Chemistry
and the Indian Journal of Experimental
Biology.
This has been, we believe,
the chain of
reasoning.
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Item no. II is of a slightly different type
than all others that we have been considering
so far.
Changes on a number of counts have gone into the
new title.
First of all there has been a change in
the name of the sponsoring
agency.
Secondly, the
new name of the sponsor has appeared in its abbreviated form.
The feature which is of our immediate
concern here is that the new title is a blending of
the generic and ·the special titles.
The specific title,
namely,
Power Apparatus
and Systems has very
·well fitted into the blending.
As a result of the
particular
construction
of the new title, it would be
r ea l i s ed , a link would still be there between the
different titles as all of them are named as IEEE
Transactions
on ...

OF PERIODICALS

iv ) the new title may be a completely
new coinage
disregarding
all words in the generic title
and the specific title.
971

Changing

Table

46 - From
Titles

Changed

Item no. 16 has completely
eliminated
the
generic title and has accepted the whole of the specific title but in an abbreviated
form.
In this case
also there is no character
denoting term in the title.
It may be pointed out that item no. 14, considered
earlier,
and item no. 16 belong to the same group
and both of them had the same generic title.
In the
renaming of the titles.
however.
they have followed
two different patterns.
To sum up, on the pattern in the change of titles
cons idered in this Section the following points may
be made.
A periodical.
while changing from the
status .of a part. section. or series of a parent
periodical.
may change its title in such a way that:
i) the specific title of the part, section or ser ies
is elevated to the position of an independent
title. or
H) both the generic title and the specific
may be combined in various degrees;
Hi)

title

some extraneous
words may be brought in to
be added to the selected words from the
previous tit!es;
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to Independent.

Supplements

to Independent

Changed from [ with dates
of last change]

to

1.

Index of Fungi

Review of Applied Mycology
-Supplement.
1940 -4 7

2.

Memoirs of the
Entomo 10gic al
Society of Canada
Radiocarbon

Canadian Entomologist
Supplement,
1955 -63

3.

t. Reviews
Compared to this, the change in item no. 15
is even more drastic.
He r e the new title has not
only omitted the generic title but has omitted a
greater
part of the specific title of the Part.
The
new title, namely, Plasma Physics,
has no cha r act e r
denoting term (such as, journal,
bulletin)nor
any
geographical
appellation (such as. Indian. American).
It stand s with just two subject denoting terms.

from Supplements

A similar
situation,
to what have been d is cussed above, is created when a regular
supplement
to a periodical
attains an independent
status.
We
have only four example in this group which are
shown in Table 46.

This is a point to be observed.
Even when a
sponsor is obliged to put on independent titles for
its group of periodicals,
very often a tendency to
maintain a link through t be ir titles is observed.
Item no. 14 is an example of very straightforward change.
Just the specific title of the series
has gone into the new title with only the addition of
the character
denoting term Journal which was
absent in tbe generic title.
It would be observed that
the whole of the generic title has been omitted in the
new title.

over

Periodicals

of Modern

Physics

-

American
Journal of
Science - Radiocarbon
Supplement.
1959-60
Physical Review Supplement'
19?9

It would be observed that three of the periodicals had no specific titles and they were referred
to simply as supplements.
Only one had something
very close to a specific title, that is Radiocarbon
Supplement (item 3). The fir st two could pull on
with the arrangement
for quite some time, for 8 to
9 years.
However, the other two could tolerate
it
for about two years only.
There is hardly any pattern vis ible in the
changes of the above titles.
All the four periodicals
have been as sociated with some corporate
agencies
and all of them have been supplements
to very well
established
and recognised
periodicals
in their
respective
fields.
From the point of view of ~!le
publishers.
this appears to be a safe method of
launching a new periodical.
972

Changing
Titles

over

from

Editions

to Independent

In the next group we have four periodicals
which started as special 'editions'
of other periodicals.
The four titles are listed in Table 47.
All the periodicals
in Table 47 are sponsored
by profess ional societies
and associations.
Although
they were being published separately
but in their
titles they indicated that they were just editions of
other well known periodicals
sponsored
by the societies or institutions.
In the independent titles there
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Table

47 - From

Edition

Changecl to
Ana lytical
Chemistry
2.

Chemical and
Engineer ing News
Indian Journal of
Applied Chemistry

3

4.

Journal of Pharmaceutical Sciences

to Independent

98 Simplification

Titles

C hanged from (with dates
of 1a s t c h!._n.sg:...e'-"l _
Industrial
and Engineering
Chemistry
- Analytical
Edition,
1979 -46
News Edition, American
Chemical Society,
1940-41
Journal of the Indian Chemical Society - Industrial
and
News Edition,
1938 -57
Journal of the American
Pharmaceutical
Association - Scientific Edition,
1940-60

is some trace of the edition name and also the gene~
ral title.
It is interesting
to note that 'Analytical
Edition' has changed to 'Analytical
Chemistry';
'News
Edition' to 'Chemical
and Engineering
News'; 'Industrial and News Edition' to '
Applied Chemistry';
and ' •.. Pharmaceutical
Scientific Edition' to
'Pharmaceutical
Sciences;
973

Changing over from Independent
Part,
Section,
and Edition

Titles

to

48 - From Independent
Section, Edition

Changed

I.

to

Journal of Polymer
Science - Pt D
Macromolecular
Reviews

Titles

to Part,

Table

49 - Titles

Changed

Reviews,

to

I. Army
2. Auk

3. Biotechnology
and
Bioeng inee ring

5. Ca na d ian patent
Office Record

Canadian R efrigeration and
Airconditioning
7. Chemical Week

6.

10. Connecticut
Medicine
11. Crops and Soils
12. Datamation

2. Organometallic
Chemistry
Reviews - Sec B
Annual Surveys

Annual Survey of Organometallic
Chemistry,
1964-66

3. Rubber Age - OverSeas Edition

Rubber Age and Tire
1917 -20

13. Engineering
and
Mining Journal
14. Flight International
15. Fuel

News,

It will be seen that three independent titles
have become part of other periodicals
by designating
themselves
as Part,
Section, and Edition.
In view
of the trends discussed
earlier,
it is doubtful whether
the three periodicals
in Table 48 will continue for
long with the new titles.
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Simplified

8. Chemistry
and
Industry
9. Clinical Research

Changed from [with dates
of las t change]
Macromolecular
1967-68

In this broad Section we are going to consider as many as 56 titles of periodicals
where we
find changes have been made more to simplify the
titles rather than for any of the reasons
that we have
cons idered so far.
In the proces s of simplification
some pattern is likely to be seen.
Several of them
had changes earlier
also.
The titles are first
enumerated
in Table 49.

4. British Bee
Journal

It appears some periodicals
will always be
found trying to swim against the tide.
Although a
large number of sponsors
have been found to prefer
independent status and titles for the group of periodicals under them, as discussed
in the preceeding
se ct ions , s orn e sponsors
have decided to follow the
oppos ite trend.
Three such cases are listed in
Table 48.
Table

of Titles

16. Gas Age
17. Gas World
18. Hospital
19. Index to Dental
Literature

on Various

Counts

Changed from [with dates
of last change]
Army Combat Forces
Journal,
1955 -56
Bulletin of the Nuttall
Ornithological
Club,
1876-83
Journal of Biochemical
and
Microbiological
Technology and Eng ine e ring,
1959-61
British
Bee Journal and
Beek Keeper s' Adviser,
1873 -?
Canadian Patent Office
Record and Register
of
Copyrights
and Trade
Marks,
1892 -1954
Canadian Refrigeration
and
Airconditioning
Journal,
1955
Chemical Industries
Week,
1951
Chemistry
and Industry
Review,
1923 -31
Clinical Research
Proceedings'
1953 -57
Connecticut
State Medical
Journal,
1940-58
Whats New in Crops and
Soils, 1949-58
Research
and EngineeringMagazine of Datamation,
1955 -57
Engineering
and Mining
Journal Press,
1922-26
Flight, Aircraft,
Spacecraft,
Missiles,
1959-61
Fuel in Science and
Practice,
192.2 -47
Gas Age Record and
Natural Gas, 1936-37
Gas World and Gas and
Coke, 1963 -67
Hospital Gazette,
1904 -29
Index of the Periodical
Dental Literature,
1839/75-1936/38
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20. Indian Textile
Bulletin

21. Iron and Steel

22. Irrigation
and
Power
23. Journal of the
American
Dental Association
24. Mathematics
and
Computation
25. Mathematics
Magazine
26. Mayo Clinic
(Rochester,
Minn) Proceedings
27. Medical Laboratory Technology
28. Microelectronics
and Reliability
29. Microscope
30. Mining Journal
31. Motor

Industry

32. National Geographic
33. N"ickel Bulletin
34. Nuclear

Energy

35. Nuclear

Industry

36. Official Journal
of Patents

37. Packaging
38. Paint and Varnish
Production
39. Perceptual
and
Motor Skills
40. Personnel
Magazine
41. Pharmaceutical
Journal
42. Popular Science
Monthly
43. Professional
Photog r apher
44. Pulp and Paper
45. Quick Frozen
Foods
Vol 23 No 3 Sept 1976

Indian Textile Industry
(Cotton, Woollen and
Rayon) Statistical
Bulletin,
1955-61
Iron and Steel Industry and
British Foundryman,
? 1939
Irrigation
and Power
Journal,
1949
Journal of the American
Dental As sociation and
Dental Cosmos,
1937-38
Mathematical
Tables and
Other Aids to Computation,
1943/45 -59
National Mathematics
Magazine,
1934 -49
Proceedings
of the Staff
Meetings of the Mayo
Clinic (Rochester,
Mi nn) ,
1926-63
Journal of Medical Laboratory Technology,
1951-70
Electronics
Reliability
and
Microminiaturization,
1962-63
Micros cope and Crystal
Front,
1962/63-67
Mining Journal and Commercial
Gazette,
1835 -43
Motor Commerce
and
Industry,
1919-48
National Geographic
Magazine' 1888/89-1961
Mond Nickel Bulletin,
1928/29
Nuclear Energy Engineer,
1958 -59
Forum Memo to the Members, Atomic Industrial
Forum (New York), 1953-?
Illustrated
Official Journal
(Patents),
Abr idgements
of Patented Inventions,
1889-1931
Packaging and Packing
Record,
1933 -41
Paint and Varnish Production Manager,
1910-49
Perceptual
and Motor Skil1.s
Research
Exchange,
1952
Personnel
Management
and
Methods,
1957-65
Pharmaceutical
Journal and
Pharmac is t , 1909- 33
Appletons Popular
Science Monthly,
1895-1900
National Professional
Photographer,
1961 -63
Pulp and Paper Industry,
1945 -47
Quick Frozen Foods and the
Locker Plant,
1941-52
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46. Rubber

World

47. Science

Progres

s

48. Ship and Boat
49. Solar

Energy

50. Soviet Atomic
Energy
51. Statistician
52. Sugar

News

53. Texas

Medicine

54. Textile

World

55. Times Science
Review
56. World Health
Statistics
Report

India Rubber World, 18991954
Science Progres s in the
Twentieth Century,
190616
Ship and Boat Builder
Inte r national,
1964 -67
Journal of Solar Energy
Science and Engineering,
1957
Soviet Journal of Atomic
Energy,
1956 -63
Incorporated
Stat ist ician,
1950 -61
Sugar Central and Planters
News, 1919 -26
Texas State Journal of
Medicine,
1905 -63
Textile World Journal,
1915 -21
Times Rev iew of the Progress of Science,
1951-52
Epidemiological
and Vital
Statistics
Report,
194767

Even a cur sory look at the long list of titles
in Table 49 will reveal that simplification
has been
achieved by dropping words from titles which were
present for indicating the nature or character
of
a periodical,
geographical
appellation,
or subject
scope.
In some cases of the old titles,
the subject
scope was sought to be indicated by a group of words.
Those have been curtailed
in the new title.
The very first item is an interesting
example.
It had four words in the title.
The first three were
subject denoting terms and the last one a character
denoting term.
The new title has taken the fir st
word only.
Nothing could be simpler
and shorter
than this title.
The second title {item 2), namely,
the Auk,
follows a. pattern which ha s been discussed
earlier
in Section 912,_where we had the title Condor.
Ornithologists
appear to be happy to christen
their
journals
by the name of birds.
This symbolic :J••.me·
of a periodical
has the advantage of doing away with
the usual subject denoting terms,
character
denoting
terms,
geographical
appellation
and the name of the
sponsoring
agency.
The subject scope of such a
periodical
is indirectly
indicated by the symbolic
name.
In the renaming of the next title (item 3), the
rather clumsy subject denoting terms have been
replaced by more concise terms.
With the development of subjects,
precise
names often corne up and
they are reflected
in titles of periodicals
devoted to
these fields.
At the same time the character
de not _
ing term has also been dropped.
Otherwise,
the
title could have been Journal of Biotechnology
and
Bioengineering
- quite an acceptable
title.
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The old title of the next periodical
(item 4)
had, in fact, two titles in it. The second part of the
title, namely,
'Bee Keepers'
Adviser'
was in a way
superfluous,
as it did not add any new information.
Hence, simplification
meant dropping this part of the
title only without any other change.
The next title (item 5) has gone through
series of changes since 1873. The words of the present title, however, have formed part of all the
previous five titles.
In addition to these words, the
previous titles had carried
such words as 'Mechanics Magazine',
'Scientific
Canadian Mechanics
Magazine',
'Industrial
Arts' and 'Register
of Copyright and Trade Marks'.
All these have been found
to be superfluous
in the new title.
In fact most of
the national patent offices deal with copyrights
and
trade marks.
The title Canadian Refrigeration
and Airconditioning (item 61, it would appear,
has emer ged
by just dropping the word' Journal' from its immediate previous title.
In fact, to start with, in 1935,
the word' Journal'
was not there in its title.
It was
introduced later in 1943. It may be recalled that we
have discussed
earlier
similar
instances.
On the
bas is of them it may be safely said that the inclusion
of simple character
denoting terms like Journal,
Bulletin,
etc are becoming superfluous.
The title Chemical Week (item 7) indirectly
also tells that the periodical
is a weekly.
To that
extent it is a frequency denoting term.
The earlier
titles of the periodical
were Chemical Markets,
Chemical Industries,
and Chemical Industries
Week.
Thus, in the first two titles,
the emphasis
was on
subject denoting terms,
while in the last two titles,
including the present one, the frequency denoting
term 'Week' was introduced.
The construction
of
the present title is such that it cannot be further
shortened by deleting any of the two terms.
Hence,
any change either in the subject scope or in the
frequency of the periodical
will me an complete
change in its title.
The next three titles (items 8, 9 and 10) have
something in common.
The change in the first two
titles has come by simply deleting the two character denoting terms,
'Review and Proceedings'
with
no other change.
In the third title also the character denoting term' Journal' has been dropped but
along with some other changes.
This periodical
had earlier
titles like the Proceedings,
Connecticut
State Medical Society; Journal,
Connecticut
Medical
Society; and the Connecticut State Medical Journal.
So it has tried two character
denoting terms and
finally decided to use none.
It is surprising
that item no. II could continue with an unncessarily
long title like Whats New
in Crops and Soil for full ten year s before the need
for simplification
and change was felt.
The new
title has very rightly picked up just the two significant words from the old title and that have been
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found enough to indicate the scope of the periodical.
Incidentally,
the periodical
is brought out by the
American Society of Agronomy.
If the previous item had something like
unnecessary
paraphrasing
of the scope in its old
title, then the present one (item 12) had a formidable
array of subject denoting terms in its old title and
also one character
denoting term,
that is, Magazine.
All that have been eliminated
and only one subject
denoting term,
namely,
Datamation,
has been taken
for the new title.
The change in item no. 13 is trivial-in
the
sense that only the last word, that is, Press,
was
dropped without any other change.
One wonders
why this appendix was allowed to continue for full
five years.
The periodical,
it may be mentioned,
had a conventional
title to begin with (in 18661,
namely, American
Journal of Mining.
Through
several changes it took up the title Engineering
and
Mining Journal Pres s, where the last word is inexplicable.
The last change has definitely
s impl i ,
fied the title.
The changes in item no. 14 have some
interesting
points to observe.
The periodical
is
sponsored
by the Royal Aeroclub of the United
Kingdom and had its humble beginning, - in the very
early days of aviation,
in 1908, as a section of
.
another title, namely, Auto-motor
Journal
- Flight
Section.
As aviation progressed
the title of it
also changed.
The first independent title it be taken
up was as simple as 'Flight'.
After that more and
more words were added in the title to change it to
the Flight and the Aircraft
Engineer (1917 -191 and
then to Flight, Aircraft,
Spacecraft,
Missiles
(1959 -61).
Although the last title carried
in it the
impression
of time and the progress
of aviation,
four succes sive subject denoting terms without
anything else to support made the title a bit inconvenient.
It may also be submitted here that too
many punctuation marks in a title make it inconvenient to cit e or handle it in any way. In fact the
last title contained three commas separating
four
words.
The reaction to this ever growing length and
more punctuation marks was that the title was
changed again, and this time to a simple Flight
International.
In fact the significant
word here is
Flight, which was the original title of the periodical,
the other word - International
is just a support,
a
mere flourish.
Fuel in Science and Practi~e
(item 151 has
been cut down to only Fuel after simplification.
Strictly speaking,
all the three words in the previous title were in the category of subject denoting
terms.
However,
all of them together
could denote
hardly anything more than the single word Fuel.
The former title was more in the pattern of the
title 'Whats New in Crops and Soils' (item 11) that
we considered
earlier.
They were more in the
nature of paraphrase
of the contents of the periodicals rather than precise titles.
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The next two periodicals
(items 16 and 17)
have a few things in common.
Both of them are on
the subject of gas.
They started more or less
during the same time, 1883 and 1884 respectively,
from New York and London.
Both of them have
gone through a number of title changes.
At one
time the periodical
Gas Age was entitled Progressive Age. From that it changed to Gas Age (during
1913 -21) but soon started adding more terms to it.
First,
it was extended to Gas Age Record,
and then
with more additions to Gas Age Record and Natural
Gas.
Ultimately,
both the per iodicals have s implified the titles by picking up the most significant
word, that is, Gal in their respective
titles.
This
single word has been metaphorically
amplifed by the
term Age in one case and World in the other case.
The idea is to carry the sense of the age of gas in one
case and the world of gas in the other.
It may also
De observed here that like too many punctuation
mar ks, the use of too many conjunction 5 in a title
makes it clumsy and inconventent,
Such titles are
prone to changes'.
The next periodical
Hospital (item 18),
coming out from the Institute of Ho spital Adminis t r-at ion , London, lias got the present title by just
dropping the character
denoting term Gazette in 1'930.
The subject of the periodical
is actually hospital
administration
which is sought to be expressed
in
the single-worded
title Hospital.
Since no medical
periodical
is likely to carry such a title, it is assumed the title hospital will give the idea of hospital
admininstration.
The title Index to Dental Literature
(item 19)
is a simplification
of the earlier
title got by dropping the unnecessary
word periodical.
In most
indexing periodicals,
the usual type of literature
that is included is periodical
or journal literature.
Hence, it is superfluous
to indicate in the title of
such a publication that it includes periodical
literaturf>
The Indian T'ext u e Bulletin (item 20) had to
elimina"te double the number of terms from the
previous long title to arr ive at the pre sent title in
the process of simplification.
For seven long years
it had a long and most inconvenient title.
The grammatical construction
was such that can hardly be
accepted in a per iodical title.
The expre ss ion
textile industry was unnecessarily
sought to be explained by the inclusion of three words in the title,
namely, cotton, woollen and Rayon.
The more
awkward a ape ct of it was that the whole phrase, with
punctuation mark and conjunction,was
introduced in
parenthesi s , To make a title more inconvenient,
hardly any other device can be thought of. It may
also be mentioned that the periodical
is a government publication coming from the Office of the
Textile Commissioner.
Perhaps,
a commercial
publisher would not have coined such a title.
The Iron and Steel (item 21) is the simplest
of titles compared to the other two titles exper imented by the periodical.
The other t wo titles were
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the Iron and Steel Industry,
and Iron and Steel
Industry and British Foundryman.
In the second title
a geugraphical
appellation was also brought in by the
introduction
of the word British.
There were too
many subject denuting terms in the title.
All these
have been very much simplified
in the new title.
The periodical
Irrigation
and Power (item
22) is a'splinter
from another periodical
where the
focus was on Irrigation.
After -i t got separated,
the
term Pow"r was also added to indicate the focus
ot' the new perioOlcal.'
'ih~ last change was comparatively
simple, that is, just the elimination
of
the character
denoting term Journal.
Here is then
another instance to prove that character
denoting
terms,
such as, journal,
bulletin,
annals, etc. are
not very much liked in the titles of modern periodic al s ,
Journal of the American
Dental Association
(item 23) is a typical conventional title for a periodical which is an official organ of a pr of e s st onal
association.
,The editors of the periodical
appears
to have been in an experimental
mood and sought
to br ing in some colour into the otherwi se drab
conventionalism
by introducing the imaginative
expression
'dental cosmos'.
In this addition we find'
again a tendency to bring in supporting terms.
We
have already considered
such titles as Gas Age,
Gas World etc.
Dental cosmos is an expression
of
exactly same nature.
This expression,
however,
was allowed in the title just for two years only
(1937-38).
Demands for Simplification,
rather
than anything else, must have removed it.
The American Mathematical
Society's
periodical
Mathematics
of Computation
(item 24)
has brought in c ons ide r abl e Simplification
in its
title.
The periodical
continues to have the same
subject scope but has been able to express
it in a
much simpler way in the new title.
It may be ob" •.."vpd that both the words in the present title were
contained in: the previous title but a lot more have
been eliminated
to create a simple title.
The next title (Ite rn 24) LS also in the field of
mathematics.
The structure
of the immediately
preceeding
title can be considered
together
with
that of t'he title of item No. 32. In one case the
title was National Mathematics
Magazine and in the
other case it was National Geographic Magazine.
In
the former case the change has shortened the title
to Mathematics
Magazine.
The supporting word
'National' has been dropped.
In the second case
this word has been retained while the character
denoting ~erm 'Magazine'
has been drol?pe.d: This has
given US the new title National Geographic.
It may
be recalled that the celebrated
periodical
National
Geographic Magazine had existed under this title for
120 volumes since 1888.
The expression
'national
geographic'
has been deeply impressed
in the mind
of users.
In fact the periodical
was being referred
to EY this shorter name.
Perhaps,
for this reason
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and also the fact that this is a publication of the
National Geographic Society. the publisher has
p r ef e r r e d to retain the wor d National in the new
title.
The alternative
title, in the manner of Mathematic s Magazine,
would have been Geographic
Magazine.

there is already"
periodical
with that title.
The
next item also (item 31) is of a similar nature.
The
old title, namely. Motor Commerce
and Industry,
had all subject denoting terms with no other kind.
This makes a title inconvenient and drab.
The present title is simpler at the same time expressive
also.

The Mayo Clinic (Rochester,
Minn) Proceedings (item 261 is surely an inconvenient t rtl e to read
cite or transcribe.
Even this is a much simpler +:
form of what it was.
The main difficulty in this
title is, naturally,
because of the use of place and
state names in parenthesis.
Considering what has
been said e ar Lie r (in respect of item 201 it can be
reasonably
expected that this title will have another
change shortly.
When the scope of a per iod ical has to be
described by the use of a number of subject denoting
terms.
the use of other terms has to be minimised
or completely dispensed with.
The periodical
Medical Laboratory
Technology (item 271 was
actually caught between such considerations.
It is
a journal of the Institute of Medical Labo ratory
Technology.
It started,
in 1913, with the unexpressive title Laboratory
Journal.
In this title the
subject scope is not clearly revealed.
Realising this
defect, the subject denoting terms were extended by
borrowing the relevant terms from the name of the
sponsoring agency.
The new title,became
Journal of
Medical Laboratory
Technology.
If the specific
scope of the periodical
is medical laboratory
technology then the only way to simplify or shorten the title
is to delete the other available term.
that is. journal.
This is how the present title has emerged.
without any character
denoting term.
Microelectronics
and Reliability (item 281 is
a much simpler title than the previous one. Electronics is a rapidly changing field and terminology
also change s. What was ind icated by microminiaturization
earlier
is now indicated by microelectronics in the title.
Because of the appearance
of this
term the appropriate
context of Reliability is provided.
It is no longer necessary
to say Electronics
reliability.
This is how Simplification
has come in
this title.
Nothing could be as simple as this simple
title Microscope
(item 291.
The periodical
has taken
to this title after trying with two longer and complicated titles.
The titles were the Microscope
and
Entomological
Monthly and the Microscope and
Crystal Front.
Why exactly the expression
Entomological Monthly was replaced by the expression
Crystal Front is not known. However. as that part
of the title was more prone to change. the publisher
has done well to delete this part altogether.
The periodical
Mining Journal (item 30) after
us ing a longer and slightly inconvenient title for
some years has decided to adopt the present title.
If the present title is acceptable,
perhaps,
a title
like just Mining will be equally acceptable.
But
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The periodical
Nickel Bulletin (item 33) has
gone through an interesting
experiment
just for the
first volume.
It is a publication of the International
Nickel Ltd.
The idea of international
was tried to be
reflected
in the title by the use of its French equ i valent, that is, 'mond'.
That made the title Mond
Nickel Bulletin.
Very soon it was realised that the
presence of the word international
or its equivalent
in a title does not mean much.
The periodical
Nuclear Energy (item 341,
started in 1947, has been very consistently
chang ing
its title after every two or three years.
But since
the last change, in 1960, it is continuing with the
same title.
It is not because the pe r i od i c a L' is tired
of changes but more because it has hit upon the
simplest as well as the most appropriate
title.
The next periodical
(item 351 is also on nuclear subject.
It is an organ of the Atomic Industry
Forum (New York).
In the previous title this fact
was more tried to be reflected with no other consideration.
As a consequence the title completely
lacked the elegance and prec isenes s of a journal
title.
The periodical
also must have changed in its
character.
All these are now reflected
in the new
title which has practically
nothing in common with
the old one.
The Official Journal of Patents (item 36) is a
publication of the British Patent Office and had its
origin in 1884 under the title Illustrated
Journal of
Patented Inventions.
The periodical
had gone through
two more titles before it adopted the present title.
In all the titles the principal
idea, that is. a journal
relating to patents has been reflected.
In the first
two titles the adjective 'illustrated'
was there.
In the
last two titles,
including the present one, the expression 'official'
has been made very prominent.
It is
doubtful whether this word is serving any purpose.
it has been noted that a number of periodicals
originating from patent offices of a number of countries
have been using the word 'official'
in their titles.
This appears to be a tradition in this field.
Packaging (item 37) is a neat modern title.
But, then, it had to arrive at it through two earlier
titles.
It started with the title Packing Record.
Structurally,
the title had one subject denoting term
(i. e. packing) and one character
denoting term (i. e.
record).
1n the next title, considering
the s ubtbe
distinction between packing and packaging,
both of
them were introduced making the title read 'Packaging and Packing Record'.
In the next title (present
one), packaging was considered
to be a better subject
denoting term and a character
denoting term was
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considered
unnecessary.
It rriay be noted that what
was dropped this time was exactly the initial title
with which the periodical
started.
Paint and Varnish Production
(Ite rn 38) had
an appendage earlier by way of the word Manager.
Only this has been r e mov ed without touching any
other parts of the earlier title.
Strictly speaking,
the word Manager tnay be considered
as an expression which is descriptive
of the audience or the
user c omrnun ity to which the periodical
is addressed.
Such words, it would be adtnitted,
usually do not
if the subserve very useful purposes,
especially,
ject denoting ter ms are adequate in the title.
The periodical
Perceptual
and Motor Skills
(itetn 39) was carrying
in its two previous titles a
very unusual character
denoting express ion, that is,
Research
Exchange.
In fact this is the objective of
all research
periodicals.
The addition of this expression
in the title rna ke s it hardly any mo r e inforrnat.iv e , Hence, it is quite natural that this part was
decided to be dropped in the process
of s lrnpl if ic astion.
The next title (Lte rn 40) Personnel
Magazine
has gone through a nurnbe r of changes to arrive at
the present title.
At one tl me the title was a long
one with only subject denoting t e r rn s in it. The title
was Personnel
Managetnent,
Welfare and Industrial
Equiptnent.
It is only in the present title that the
subject denoting te r rns have been cut short to the
minitnu~,
that is only to Personnel,
and a character denoting te r m has also been added.
A title like
Personnel
Managetnent also would have been equally
suitable.
The Ph ar mac e ut ic al Journal (Ltern 41), started in 1841, had the word Pha r mac ist also in its
i rrrrne di ate previous
title.
We have observed that
this practice
of n arrung the user in the title to indicate the subject scope rather than na me the subject
directly is a rnod e r n one and produces very often
elegant titles.
However, this periodical
tried to
telescope two titles,
one conventional
and one
rnod e rn , into a single title.
This tendency has been
given up in the present title by adopting the conventional title only.
It need har':!ly b":.'pointec1 nnt
that the deleted portion,
i . e. , }'hartnacist
would
have been an e qu al lv good title.
The next title (ite m 42) i,e., Popular Science
Monthly was displaying the name of the publisher
also
in its f o r me r title.
Only that part of the title has
been dropped without changing the title in any other
way.
;
Professional
Photographer
(item 43) is a good
example of a title where the subject scope is revealed
indirectly
through the riarne of the user. Incidentally
this c orne s f r o m the n a rne of its sponsor which is
the Professional
Photographers
of Arne r ic a , The
geographical
a tt ach rne nt was sought to be reflected
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through the inclusion of the word 'Nat~onal' in the
earlier
title.
This has been dropped m the present
title.
Pulp and Paper (itetn 44) is an interesting
,
case of a title where sitnplification
has meant cuttmg
short both the ends in two stage s , The per iod ical
started as Pacific Pulp and Paper Industry.
In the
first stage the geographical
appelation 'Pacific'
was
dropped and in the second stage the word 'I~dust,r:'
was dropped.
One can only wish that th i s s i rnp l if i c a>
tion could have been carried
out in a single stroke.
In the title Quick Frozen Foods (itetTl 45), all
the three terms together mean a single subject.
In
its irn me di at e previous title the periodical
was carrying the additional load of 'and the locker plant'.
This
m ad e the title too long without any appreciable
advantage.
In fact locker plant is 50 intitTlately associated
with quick frozen foods that it hardly need bevmerrtioned in the title.
It is surprising
that this s irn pl i
fication carne after full twelve years. ,
>

It is difficult to imagine that a periodical
with
such a s irnpl e title as the Rubber World (itetTl 46)
could have started with a long and c orn p l ic a te d title
as the India Rubber World and Electrical
Trades Review.
The latter part of the title is 'really m yat e r icua
It rn ad e a strange combination
with the fi rst
pa rt.
In the first change this strange cornbtnat ion was
broken by dropping this portion and the new title
b e c arn e India Rubber World.
A s is well known.
rubber has been known as India rubber due to historical reasons.
In the next change, this was also sitnpli~
fled as rubber,
instead of Ind ia. rubber ,_~. it .c~atne.
into com.mon usage.
Incidentally,
the use of the supporting term 'World' tTlay be noted.
The usefulness
of such t e r m s has been discussed
earlier
in connection with the titles Gas Age, Gas World, etc (items
16, 17).
Science Progress
(item 47) originated
from a
periodical
of the s arn e narn e , To make the new title
quite distinct and at the s arn e t irn.e retain its originality, the words 'twentieth.-;;-~ntury'
were added.
In the last change the s arrie words have been dropped,
a~-;;" result of which the pe r iodi ca l has com e r'.,..t~d .'
to its original or parental title.
Ship and Boat (itetTl 48) is a short but expressive
title.
The periodical,
although of recent origin
(1947/48),
had e xpe r-irne nt ed with three more titles,
all of which we re much longer but not rno r e e xp r e ss i ve , The titles were a) Ship and Boat Builder and
Naval Architect,
b) Ship and Boat Builder and Marine
Trader,
and c) Ship and Boat Builder International.
It may be observed that there has been a common
portion in all the three titles.
It is the portion 'Ship
and Boat Builder',
which is also the most significant
portion.
This was only arnpl i fi ed by the other words.
The third title introduced
the word 'international'
as
something like a compensation
for the 108s of the
arnpl ifl yi ng worlds in the first two titles.
The use of
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the word 'Builder'
was to produce the effect of pers on ifi cat i on of the subject.
In other words. instead of
name of the subject only. the professiona.l was
named.
Solar Energy (item 49) is a modern title with
just the precise name of the subject and nothing else.
However, to begin with. the periodical
got into the
fancy of a most conventional title, which was Journal
of Solar Energy Science and Engineering.
This title
could continue for just the first volume.
Soviet Atomic Energy Utem 50) is the cover-tocover translation
of the Russian periodical Atomnaya
Energiya.
For the first thirteen volumes of the
translated
periodical.
the title was Soviet Journal of
Atomic Energy.
It may be observed that the trans1ated periodical
introduced the character
denoting
term 'Journal'
in its title in the most conventional
way.
This only has been dropped in the change to
make the title simpler.
Incorporated
Statistician
(item 51), organ of the
Ins tit ute of Statisticians.
London. was a bit inconvenient title in the sense that the word 'Incorporated'
did not serve any purpose.
It is in the fitness of
things that this word has been dropped.
Sugar Central and Planters
News (item 52)
was a really inconvenient title.
It is not immediately
known why and how words like 'Central'
and 'Planters'
got into this t i t l e; The change, it would be observed,
has eliminated these two inconvenient words and retained the most significant words from the previous
title.
The word 'News' serves more or less as a
character
denoting term.
Looking for scope for simplification
the periodical Texas State Journal of Medicine (item 53) could
find two words in the title for elimination.
Texas
means the Texas State,
Hence, it wa s thought that
the word 'State' was superfluous.
Similarly,
as it
has been observed in a number of cases,
the charac'Journal'
was also considered
unter denoting_term
~ecessary.
With this elimination
the preposition
al so could be eliminated.
Thus, a five-worded
title
eeu l d be compressed
into a two-worded neat t'itle
without loss of any information.
Textile World (item 54) appears to have been
struggling for this simple title for a long time.
The
periodical
started in 1888 with the title Textile Manufacturing World (1888-94) and subsequently
changed
to Textile World and Industrial Record (1897 -1903).
It may be observed that the present title was present
in the old title but was mixed up with something else,
Mo r e ove r, a character
denoting term, that is Record
was also brought into the title.
T.lie next change
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sligktly simplified t.lie title by el irn inating the word
'Industrial'
to read it as Textile World Record (190315). The next change replaced the ckaracter
denoting
term Record.by Journal to read it Textile World
Journal (1915-21) from w.liich the present title .lias
emerged very conveniently.
Here is one more case
where Simplification
in title has been made by totally
eliminating character
denot ing term,
The next periodical
(item 55) is a publication
of tAe celebrated
Times of London.
The periodical
had to change its title twice earlier.
More or less
tlte same idea whick is conveyed by the review was
tried to be conveyed by the more cumbersome
express ions, such as, 'survey of the progress'
and
'review of the progress'
in the earlier
titles.
The
realisation
that the word review carries
the s arne
sense and also the currency of t.lie word in the publisking world have made it possible to compress
tke
title to Times Science Review.
Our last title (item 56) in the Table has
changed the expression
'epidemiological
and vital
statistics'
to 'lotealth statistics
', This we have taken
as a measure
of simplification
of the title.
qal

Sununary

of the Pattern

of Simplification

'The previous Section has been a long one with
comments on as many as 56 titles which have been
Simplified in va r rou s ways.
Hence, it would be'
wortlo.wkile to record here some of the important
points in tlte pattern of simplification.
One common pattern has been the replacement
of a number of subject denoting terms in titles into
more precise
and less number of terms in titles.
In
a number of cases we have observed t.liat a title was
actually composed of two titles,
something like a
compound title.
One part of such titles has been
dropped in such cases to make the titles simpler e. g.
item no. 4.

Another tendency observed is to do away with
character
denoting terms,
such as journal
record
review, .etc, and thus make the titles shor~er.
It has
also been observed that too many punctuations
and
conjunctions
in a title make a title inconvenient.
A
mnnber .of changes have been made to remove such
faults.
A number of titles were coined in such a way
that they sounded more like paraphrasing
of the scope
of the respe.ctive periodicals
rather titan titles,
e. g •.
Whats New in Crops and Soil.
Such titles .liave been
simplified by putting greater
emphasis
on the subject
denoting te rrn s . In all cases that we have considered
the new titles have become shorter.
'
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